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Summary: One of the strategies of Universitat Pompeu Fabra to support Quality Learning has been the creation of Units for the Support of 
Teaching Quality and Innovation within each faculty. In the seminar we will present the role and activities of the Polytechnic School Unit in 
charge or coordinating the efforts towards quality learning in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Engineering Studies. 
We will also discuss how these activities are informed to relevant academic stakeholders. 
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The objectives of the seminar are to describe and discuss the role and practices of the Teaching Quality and 
Innovation Support Unit (USQUID from the Spanish acronym) of the Polytechnic School (ESUP from the 
Spanish acronym) at Universitat Pompeu Fabra in order to foster Quality Learning (QL) and tackle the 
challenges posed by the ICT engineering studies and the global learning demands (such as the Bologna process 
or the mobility of teachers).  
 

The activities of the USQUID (www.usquidesup.upf.edu) include:  
• mediating and coordinating efforts towards QL in combination with other academic stakeholders in the 

University and the ESUP,  
• supporting the exchange of relevant teaching experiences between teachers,  
• planning and developing educational innovation projects to enhance the QL (see for example [1, 2]),  
• pedagogical support and provision of multilingual resources to support QL among all the teaching staff 

[3],  
• carrying out mechanisms to supervise, assist and recognize of teaching and learning quality practices in 

the ESUP, 
• monitoring the quality of teaching plans and materials,  
• promoting educational innovation initiatives among the teaching staff,  
• evaluating the impact of QL support actions in the students (see for example [4]),  
• providing statistics that measure QL issues among the teaching staff, the students’ performance, and the 

social environment of the ESUP (see for example [5]), and 
• suggesting to the relevant academic stakeholders the most appropriate actions to take for the 

improvement of QL and the curriculum.  
 

The expected outcomes of the seminar are a set of conclusions around how we can enhance our current practices 
and which lessons learned can be generalized so as to be adopted across the institution and by other institutions. 
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